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 OleoOleo are engineering experts who lead the way in energy absorption technology.
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 Crane & Mining ProductsStatewide Bearings supply a range of Xtek crane and mining products, including crane rail wheels...
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 Industrial Brake & Clutch ProductsAn extensive range of clutches and brakes are available with specially designed controls.
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 OilStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading suppliers of high-quality industrial lubrication equipment.
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 AutomationStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading suppliers of high-quality industrial lubrication equipment
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 GreaseStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading suppliers of high-quality industrial lubrication equipment.
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 Giebel AdsorberBreather dryer for hydraulic power packs. Statewide Bearings are proud distributors of GIEBEL Adsorber in...
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 Pumps & PartsOur Products are suitable for all slurry pumping applications - chemical, mineral processing, power generation and...
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 Industrial GearboxesStatewide Bearings are leading suppliers of heavy-duty gearboxes Australia-wide.
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 Roller ChainRoller Chains have many applications across a variety of industries and machinery – most commonly...
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 Vibco VibratorsStatewide Bearings is now the Australian supplier for the full range of Vibco Inc USA industrial...
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 CouplingsStatewide Bearings can supply all your requirements when it comes to a suitable coupling for...
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 V-BeltsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading suppliers of heavy-duty V-belts, including industrial V belts and machinery...
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 PulleysA Belt and Pulley combination is a method of transferring power between a Drive Unit...
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 Ringfeder Locking ElementsLocking Elements consist of an internal and external tapered ring. When force is applied to...
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 Ringfeder Shrink DiscsStatewide Bearings can supply all your Shrink Disc needs. Shrink discs are friction locking bushes...
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 Sprocket RangeSprockets are gear-like toothed cogs that rotate to keep roller chains and conveyor chains in...
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 Taper Lock BushesTaper lock bushes are used for mechanical joining of a shaft to a sprocket or...
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 Tecnidea Cidue Industrial Rubber Suspension UnitsWe stock a full range of rubber mounted vibration and suspension units that can be...
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 Tecnidea Cidue Industrial TensionersCRESA Tensioners are elastic elements that work by way of rotation. They are torsion springs...
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 Motor MountsIf you've invested in a piece of large machinery, you'll want to protect it, and...
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 Profile RailProfile rail is commonly supplied as four track recirculating balls or rollers running on appropriate...
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 Ball Screws & NutsStatewide Linear Bearings undoubtedly have the largest range of Ball Screws and Nut types in...
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 Round Shaft and accessoriesThe largest and most comprehensive range of linear sets (housing and bearing complete), hardened shafting...
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 Electric ActuatorsStatewide Linear Bearings offer an extensive range of linear electro-mechanical actuators, incorporating acme screw and...
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 Trapezoidal Screw and NutsTrapezoidal Screw which is some times more commonly known as lead screw has a 30...
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 Screw JacksThe generic term ‘screw jack,’ – or ‘jackscrew’ – generally refers to a product that...
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 Hepco Linear MotionStatewide Bearings offer an extensive range of HepcoMotion linear motion systems and automation components.
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 RollonRollon is an innovative global manufacturer offering unique Linear Motion solutions.
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 WinkelThe Winkel range offers Linear capability of infinite travel with high loads and reliability.
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 Rack And PinionRack and pinion drives provide the mechanism to turn rotary motion into linear motion. To...
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 Ball Transfer UnitAlwayse ball transfer units are a multi-directional, material handling system. Moving in all directions, ball...
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 Destaco Indexers, Oscillating DrivesMake Statewide Linear Bearings your first choice for Camco (Destaco) rotary motion and automation equipment...
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 Uhing Rolling Ring DeviceUHING rolling ring drives are friction drives which convert the constant rotary movement of a...
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 Aluminium Extrusion Profile Building SystemThe flexibility of the aluminium profile extrusion system, allows for multiple possibilities when building a...
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 Linear Modules / Actuator Slide UnitsLinear modules combine various components into a single actuation unit that generally requires the end...
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 Protective Bellows / Dust BootsStatewide Linear Bearings offer protective bellows and dust boots made to order for use in...
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 Ball SplinesStatewide Bearings are delighted to have recently featured in New Zealand’s Food Technology magazine. The...
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 Linear Motion Slide RailsThe THK FBW slide pack is an infinite linear motion system. The slider integrates balls...
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 Rod ends and Spherical BearingsRod ends are available in right or left hand thread, male or female design. Shank...
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 Cam Linear MotionMake Statewide Linear Bearings your first choice for Camco (Destaco) rotary motion and automation equipment...
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 Powerjacks Screw JacksStatewide Linear Bearings stocks and distributes a full range screw jacks from UK-based company Power...
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 Servomech Screw JacksScrew Jacks are integrated gearboxes that incorporate a trapezoidal screw, which in a number of...
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 ThomsonThomson manufacture a premium range of actuators with many design features to cover most electric...
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 LinakLINAK Linear Actuators are market leaders in Electric Linear Actuators. There are a number of...
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 Servomech Linear ActuatorsServomech manufacture a range of Acme or Ball Screw electro-mechanical industrial actuators.
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 DewertFor further information on our range of Dewert electric actuators, lifting columns, controls and handsets...
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 PowerjacksPower Jack actuators are designed for unique applications. The Rolaram heavy duty industrial actuator match...
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 Linear Ball Bearings & BushesStandard Linear Ball Bearings Click here to view standard bush specifications
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 Flanged Linear Bearing (Bushings)Find out more about our comprehensive listing of all Flanged Linear Bearings.
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 Precision Steel ShaftsInduction hardened and ground precision steel shafts for use with linear bearings. We cut and...
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 Linear Shaft Support HousingsSecure your shaft into place with our range of linear motion shaft support blocks in...
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 Linear Shaft Supporting RailsLinear motion shaft support rails are designed to support the shafts on which ball bushings...
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 LM76 Ceramic and self lube bushesLM-Tabell was established in 1938. Since that time they have been involved  in many innovative...
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 Linear SetsLiinear motion housings complete with ball bushings, ceramic and self lube bushing options are available...
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 End SupportsSupport units can be used with Ball screw and Trapezoidal screws. The type and range...
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 Ball Screw And NutsStatewide Linear Bearings undoubtedly have the largest range of Ball Screws and Nut types in...
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 NSKNSK is one of the largest bearing manufacturers in the world, they manufacture a range...
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 TBI Linear BearingsTBI is a Taiwan based Linear Motion manufacturer who were the 1st Taiwanese manufacturer to...
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 THKTHK is one of the largest suppliers of quality linear motion products in the world...
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 Rexroth (STAR)Alternate brands can be sourced through our world wide network of suppliers, please contact our...
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 Ball Type BearingsStatewide Bearings are the leading distributors of ball bearings in Australia. We offer a huge...
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 Cylindrical Roller BearingsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s most trusted suppliers of cylindrical roller bearings. Using our extensive industry...
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 Spherical Roller BearingsStatewide Bearings offer an extensive range of NSK, Timken & Schaeffler FAG spherical roller bearings,...
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 Taper Roller BearingsTapered roller bearings comprise solid inner and outer rings with tapered raceways and tapered rollers...




	[image: Glacier bushes]
 Plain Bearings & BushingsAs one of Australia’s leading suppliers of plain bearings and plain bushings, Statewide Bearings offer...
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 Split BearingsSplit roller bearings are designed to reduce downtime, by helping to save time during the...
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 Slew Ring BearingsStatewide Bearings can offer a selection of Slew Ring Bearing products. Slewing rings are specialised...
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 Wheel kitsWe have a large range of kits to suit most passenger, SUV's, 4WD (4 wheel...
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 Needle Roller BearingsNeedle roller bearings are single or double row units that can comprise of machined outer...
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 Wide Inner Ring BearingsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading providers of wide inner ring bearings.
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 PacFlange Self Lubricating BearingsStatewide Bearings are the Australian exclusive distributor of the PacFlange product. PacFlange conveyor units are...
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 Simalube LubricatorsSimalube provides millions of automatic lubricators to industry worldwide. They are the most economical continuous grease...
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 Lubrication ScientificsLubrication Scientifics is an American based lubrication specialist,  offering a range of automatic lubrication systems...
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 Hove Automated Lubrication SystemsStatewide Bearings distributes HOVE products, including their automated lubrication systems.
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 Bel-Ray LubricantsFor over 60 years, Bel-Ray have delivered the highest standards in performance and quality.
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 CaltexCaltex is a leader in quality lubrication products, designed for reliability and performance.
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 ENIEni is a global leader in quality lubrication products, designed to help drive reliability and...
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 Bel-Ray LubricantsFor over 60 years, Bel-Ray have delivered the highest standards in performance and quality.
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 ENIEni is a global leader in quality lubrication products, designed to help drive reliability and...
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 Caltex GreaseStatewide Bearings are delighted to have recently featured in New Zealand’s Food Technology magazine. The...
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 Hydro-Mec GearboxesHydro-mec is a market-leading Italian manufacturer of industrial gearboxes.
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 Sumitomo GearboxesStatewide Bearings supply Sumitomo gearboxes Australia-wide. As the leading Sumitomo gearbox distributors, our product knowledge...
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 Vibco RangeSpecial units are available. VIBCO also provide high speed electric units. We are available to...
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 Where to use Vibco Industrial VibratorsSettling products into containers, bags, bins, and bottles. Also compacting of concrete in forms or...
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 Selection CriteriaWhen selecting the proper Vibco Vibrator product for your needs: Find needed vibrator force for...
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 Mounting & Service InstructionsFOR VIBCO PNEUMATIC "SILENT" TURBINE, BALL AND ROTARY VIBRATORS
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 Tsubaki Roller ChainRoller Chain is an efficient and versatile way to facilitate mechanical power transmission.
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 WPT Power Brake & Clutch ProductsWPT Power Corporation is an Industrial Clutch, Brake, Winch and Power Take-Off manufacturer based in...
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 Oil States Industrial Brake & Clutch ProductsOil States Industries is a global supplier of quality brake and clutch solutions for industries...
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 Pillow Block and Other TypeThese units are a combination of a radial ball bearings, seal and a housing of...
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 Split Housing TypeThis series is generally a split housing type and are made in a range of...
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 Integrated Spherical Roller c/wThe Dodge solid block mounted bearing eliminates the necessity to hold multiple components in store...
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 Duo ConeDuo cone seals are a form of mechanical seal sometimes referred to as face seals...
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 Mechanical SealsThere is a large range of mechanical seal types. We can also custom design and...
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 O Rings'O' rings are simply measured by the ID (inside Diameter) and section size. There are...
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 Oil SealsOil seals, sometimes called Radial Shaft Seals, are important components of almost all industrial and...
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 SealingStatewide Bearings has a comprehensive range of sealing solutions including basic oil seals, duo cone...
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 BearingsStatewide Bearings can assist with design, engineering support, sales and service across all rotating plant...
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 Bearing HousingsStatewide Bearings are leading suppliers of bearing housings Australia-wide. Our extensive product suite includes all...
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 Spherical roller Bearing UnitsNew brand COC is one of the global leaders in quality spherical roller bearing units,...
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 Ball Type BearingsStatewide Bearings are the leading distributors of ball bearings in Australia. We offer a huge...
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 Cylindrical Roller BearingsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s most trusted suppliers of cylindrical roller bearings. Using our extensive industry...
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 Spherical Roller BearingsStatewide Bearings offer an extensive range of NSK, Timken & Schaeffler FAG spherical roller bearings,...
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 Taper Roller BearingsTapered roller bearings comprise solid inner and outer rings with tapered raceways and tapered rollers...
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 Plain Bearings & BushingsAs one of Australia’s leading suppliers of plain bearings and plain bushings, Statewide Bearings offer...
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 Split BearingsSplit roller bearings are designed to reduce downtime, by helping to save time during the...
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 Pillow Block and Other TypeThese units are a combination of a radial ball bearings, seal and a housing of...
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 Split Housing TypeThis series is generally a split housing type and are made in a range of...
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 Duo ConeDuo cone seals are a form of mechanical seal sometimes referred to as face seals...
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 Mechanical SealsThere is a large range of mechanical seal types. We can also custom design and...
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 O Rings'O' rings are simply measured by the ID (inside Diameter) and section size. There are...
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 Oil SealsOil seals, sometimes called Radial Shaft Seals, are important components of almost all industrial and...
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 Slew Ring BearingsStatewide Bearings can offer a selection of Slew Ring Bearing products. Slewing rings are specialised...
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 Wheel kitsWe have a large range of kits to suit most passenger, SUV's, 4WD (4 wheel...
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 Needle Roller BearingsNeedle roller bearings are single or double row units that can comprise of machined outer...
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 Hydro-Mec GearboxesHydro-mec is a market-leading Italian manufacturer of industrial gearboxes.
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 Tsubaki Roller ChainRoller Chain is an efficient and versatile way to facilitate mechanical power transmission.
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 OleoOleo are engineering experts who lead the way in energy absorption technology.
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 Crane & Mining ProductsStatewide Bearings supply a range of Xtek crane and mining products, including crane rail wheels...
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 End SupportsSupport units can be used with Ball screw and Trapezoidal screws. The type and range...
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 ThomsonThomson manufacture a premium range of actuators with many design features to cover most electric...
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 Linear Ball Bearings & BushesStandard Linear Ball Bearings Click here to view standard bush specifications
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 Flanged Linear Bearing (Bushings)Find out more about our comprehensive listing of all Flanged Linear Bearings.
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 Precision Steel ShaftsInduction hardened and ground precision steel shafts for use with linear bearings. We cut and...
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 Linear Shaft Support HousingsSecure your shaft into place with our range of linear motion shaft support blocks in...
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 Linear Shaft Supporting RailsLinear motion shaft support rails are designed to support the shafts on which ball bushings...
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 LM76 Ceramic and self lube bushesLM-Tabell was established in 1938. Since that time they have been involved  in many innovative...
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 NSKNSK is one of the largest bearing manufacturers in the world, they manufacture a range...
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 Pumps & PartsOur Products are suitable for all slurry pumping applications - chemical, mineral processing, power generation and...
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 Wide Inner Ring BearingsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading providers of wide inner ring bearings.
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 Integrated Spherical Roller c/wThe Dodge solid block mounted bearing eliminates the necessity to hold multiple components in store...




	
 Vibration MonitoringVibration monitoring plays a crucial role in measuring ad documenting the dynamic movements occuring in...
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 Bel-Ray LubricantsFor over 60 years, Bel-Ray have delivered the highest standards in performance and quality.
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 Vibco RangeSpecial units are available. VIBCO also provide high speed electric units. We are available to...
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 WPT Power Brake & Clutch ProductsWPT Power Corporation is an Industrial Clutch, Brake, Winch and Power Take-Off manufacturer based in...
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 Simalube LubricatorsSimalube provides millions of automatic lubricators to industry worldwide. They are the most economical continuous grease...
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 Sumitomo GearboxesStatewide Bearings supply Sumitomo gearboxes Australia-wide. As the leading Sumitomo gearbox distributors, our product knowledge...
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 Where to use Vibco Industrial VibratorsSettling products into containers, bags, bins, and bottles. Also compacting of concrete in forms or...
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 Oil States Industrial Brake & Clutch ProductsOil States Industries is a global supplier of quality brake and clutch solutions for industries...
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 CouplingsStatewide Bearings can supply all your requirements when it comes to a suitable coupling for...
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 V-BeltsStatewide Bearings are Australia’s leading suppliers of heavy-duty V-belts, including industrial V belts and machinery...
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 Lubrication ScientificsLubrication Scientifics is an American based lubrication specialist,  offering a range of automatic lubrication systems...
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 Selection CriteriaWhen selecting the proper Vibco Vibrator product for your needs: Find needed vibrator force for...
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 CaltexCaltex is a leader in quality lubrication products, designed for reliability and performance.
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 Hove Automated Lubrication SystemsStatewide Bearings distributes HOVE products, including their automated lubrication systems.
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 Giebel AdsorberBreather dryer for hydraulic power packs. Statewide Bearings are proud distributors of GIEBEL Adsorber in...
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 ENIEni is a global leader in quality lubrication products, designed to help drive reliability and...
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 PacFlange Self Lubricating BearingsStatewide Bearings are the Australian exclusive distributor of the PacFlange product. PacFlange conveyor units are...
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 Caltex GreaseStatewide Bearings are delighted to have recently featured in New Zealand’s Food Technology magazine. The...
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 PulleysA Belt and Pulley combination is a method of transferring power between a Drive Unit...
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 Mounting & Service InstructionsFOR VIBCO PNEUMATIC "SILENT" TURBINE, BALL AND ROTARY VIBRATORS
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 Trapezoidal Screw and NutsTrapezoidal Screw which is some times more commonly known as lead screw has a 30...
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 Spherical roller Bearing UnitsNew brand COC is one of the global leaders in quality spherical roller bearing units,...
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 Ringfeder Locking ElementsLocking Elements consist of an internal and external tapered ring. When force is applied to...
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 Ringfeder Shrink DiscsStatewide Bearings can supply all your Shrink Disc needs. Shrink discs are friction locking bushes...
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 Sprocket RangeSprockets are gear-like toothed cogs that rotate to keep roller chains and conveyor chains in...
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 Taper Lock BushesTaper lock bushes are used for mechanical joining of a shaft to a sprocket or...
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 Tecnidea Cidue Industrial Rubber Suspension UnitsWe stock a full range of rubber mounted vibration and suspension units that can be...
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 Tecnidea Cidue Industrial TensionersCRESA Tensioners are elastic elements that work by way of rotation. They are torsion springs...
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 Motor MountsIf you've invested in a piece of large machinery, you'll want to protect it, and...
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 LinakLINAK Linear Actuators are market leaders in Electric Linear Actuators. There are a number of...
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 Ball Screw And NutsStatewide Linear Bearings undoubtedly have the largest range of Ball Screws and Nut types in...
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 TBI Linear BearingsTBI is a Taiwan based Linear Motion manufacturer who were the 1st Taiwanese manufacturer to...
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 Servomech Linear ActuatorsServomech manufacture a range of Acme or Ball Screw electro-mechanical industrial actuators.
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 Linear SetsLiinear motion housings complete with ball bushings, ceramic and self lube bushing options are available...
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 DewertFor further information on our range of Dewert electric actuators, lifting columns, controls and handsets...
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 THKTHK is one of the largest suppliers of quality linear motion products in the world...
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 PowerjacksPower Jack actuators are designed for unique applications. The Rolaram heavy duty industrial actuator match...
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 Rexroth (STAR)Alternate brands can be sourced through our world wide network of suppliers, please contact our...
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 Hepco Linear MotionStatewide Bearings offer an extensive range of HepcoMotion linear motion systems and automation components.
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 RollonRollon is an innovative global manufacturer offering unique Linear Motion solutions.
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 WinkelThe Winkel range offers Linear capability of infinite travel with high loads and reliability.
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 Rack And PinionRack and pinion drives provide the mechanism to turn rotary motion into linear motion. To...
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 Ball Transfer UnitAlwayse ball transfer units are a multi-directional, material handling system. Moving in all directions, ball...
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 Powerjacks Screw JacksStatewide Linear Bearings stocks and distributes a full range screw jacks from UK-based company Power...
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 Destaco Indexers, Oscillating DrivesMake Statewide Linear Bearings your first choice for Camco (Destaco) rotary motion and automation equipment...
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 Uhing Rolling Ring DeviceUHING rolling ring drives are friction drives which convert the constant rotary movement of a...
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 Aluminium Extrusion Profile Building SystemThe flexibility of the aluminium profile extrusion system, allows for multiple possibilities when building a...
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 Linear Modules / Actuator Slide UnitsLinear modules combine various components into a single actuation unit that generally requires the end...
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 Protective Bellows / Dust BootsStatewide Linear Bearings offer protective bellows and dust boots made to order for use in...
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 Servomech Screw JacksScrew Jacks are integrated gearboxes that incorporate a trapezoidal screw, which in a number of...
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 Ball SplinesStatewide Bearings are delighted to have recently featured in New Zealand’s Food Technology magazine. The...
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 Linear Motion Slide RailsThe THK FBW slide pack is an infinite linear motion system. The slider integrates balls...
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 Rod ends and Spherical BearingsRod ends are available in right or left hand thread, male or female design. Shank...
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 Email
 collie@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Coopers Plains (QLD Head Office)
						902 Beaudesert Road, Coopers Plains, Brisbane, QLD, 4108
					


					 Phone
 (07) 3717 4444
 Email
 coopersplains@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Dandenong South
						84 Greens Road,  Dandenong South, Melbourne, VIC, 3175
					


					 Phone
 (03) 8710 9777
 Email
 dandenong@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Geraldton
						Unit 1, 75 Flores Road, Geraldton, WA, 6530
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9964 4655
 Email
 geraldton@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Gladstone
						4 Tranberg Street, Gladstone, Central, QLD, 4680
					


					 Phone
 07 4999 4450
 Email
 gladstone@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Hobart
						39 Sunderland Street, Derwent Park, Hobart333,  TAS, 7009
					


					 Phone
 (03) 6216 6999
 Email
 Hobart@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						PT Borneo Statewide Bearings Balikpapan
						Jl. Mulawarman No. 47 RT 53 , Manggar, Balikpapan,  Kalimantan Timur, 76117
					


					 Phone
 (62) 542 765520
 Email
 indonesia@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Kalgoorlie
						5 Darcy Lane, Kalgoorlie , WA , 6430
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9091 4111
 Email
 kalgoorlie@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Karratha
						51 Orkney Road, Karratha, WA, 6714
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9144 2333
 Email
 karratha@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Mackay
						59 Central Park Drive, Paget , QLD, 4740
					


					 Phone
 (07) 4952 6660
 Email
 mackay@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Naval Base
						Unit 1, 28 Burlington Street , Naval Base, WA, 6165
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9410 1800
 Email
 navalbase@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Rockhampton
						227 East Street, Rockhampton , QLD, 4700
					


					 Phone
 (07) 4927 2677
 Email
 rockhampton@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Smithfield
						Unit 2, 324 Woodpark Road, Smithfield, Sydney, NSW, 2164
					


					 Phone
 (02) 9616 0000
 Email
 smithfield@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Somerton
						15-17 Somerton Road, Somerton, VIC, 3062
					


					 Phone
 (03) 9308 0055
 Email
 somerton@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Townsville
						Unit 2, 502 Woolcock Street, Garbutt, Townsville,  QLD , 4814
					


					 Phone
 (07) 4758 8855
 Email
 townsville@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Traralgon
						Unit 7, 4-14 Rocla Road, Traralgon , VIC, 3844
					


					 Phone
 (03) 5172 3000
 Email
 traralgon@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Virginia
						Unit 2, 90 Pritchard Road, Virginia, Brisbane, QLD, 4014
					


					 Phone
 (07) 3265 2666
 Email
 virginia@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Wangara
						70 Distinction Road, Wangara , Perth, WA, 6065
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9303 6900
 Email
 wangara@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Wingfield
						13 Streiff Road, Wingfield, Adelaide, SA, 5013
					


					 Phone
 (08) 8260 6299
 Email
 wingfield@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Lonsdale
						Unit 6 / 4 Aldenhoven Road (cnr Dyson Rd), Lonsdale, Adelaide, SA, 5160
					


					 Phone
 (08) 8489 1600
 Email
 lonsdale@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Wollongong
						Unit 4, 222 Berkeley Road, Unanderra , Wollongong, NSW, 2526
					


					 Phone
 (02) 4272 2377
 Email
 wollongong@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Linear Department NSW
						Unit 2, 324 Woodpark Road, Smithfield, Sydney, NSW, 2164
					


					 Phone
 (02) 9616 0066
 Email
 linearnsw@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Linear Department QLD
						902 Beaudesert Road, Coopers Plains, Brisbane, QLD, 4108
					


					 Phone
 (07) 3717 4452
 Email
 linearqld@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Linear National Head Office WA
						6 Enterprise Ct, Canning Vale, Perth, WA, 6155
					


					 Phone
 (08) 9475 5000
 Email
 linear@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Linear Department VIC
						9-11 Kilkenny Court, Dandenong South, Melbourne, VIC, 3175
					


					 Phone
 (03) 9755 6044
 Email
 linearvic@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	




	
		

			
				

					
						Linear Department SA
						13 Streiff Road, Wingfield, Adelaide, SA, 5013
					


					 Phone
  (08) 8260 6299
 Email
 linearsa@statewidebearings.com.au


				

			

		

	



                        
                            Nothing found
                            No locations found, try searching in a different category or branch type.

                        

                    

                


                
                    
                        




                    

                

            

        

    






















	